COVID-19 Visitor Management Protocol - CONTACTLESS CHECK-IN
In addition to current Angus Anywhere Visitor system, The Interchurch Center have implemented
Contactless Check‐In procedure. Below is step by step on how the new Contactless Check‐In system will
work.
1. Authorized person within tenant agency enters visitor information, including visitor’s e‐mail
address, in the Angus Anywhere.

2. Starting Monday, July 13, 2020, all visitors will have to be registered by tenant to be allowed to
enter the building.
If Tenant agency need to give more staffs access to the Visitor Management, please send an e‐
mail to clee@interchurch‐center.or with employee’s information, i.e. fully name and e‐mail
address.
3. Visitor will receive a Mobile Pass e‐mail with COVID‐19 declaration statement and the Bar Code
22 hours in advance of expected arrival time.

4. Visitor will need to read and acknowledge COVID‐10 Screening Questionnaire by clicking
“I Accept” to activate Bar code at the bottom of the e‐mail.
5. The bard code will be activated 15 minute before the expected time.
6. For IPhone user, the visitor pass can be stored under Apple Wallet by clicking Apple Wallet
application icon at the bottom of e‐mail.
7. When the visitor enters the building there is no need to check in with Building Receptionist.
Visitor will proceed to the turnstile and scan Mobile Pass from Apple Wallet or Bar Code at the
bottom of e‐mail to pass through the turnstile.
8. When visitor scans the bar code at the turnstile for first time, hosting tenant will receive an e‐
mail stating visitor have checked‐in. The Bar Code expires at the “Allow Entry Until” time set by
hosting tenant.
9. If hosting tenant do not have visitor’s e‐mail address, visitor will not receive this COVID‐19
Screening Questionnaire and will have to check in at the Reception Desk to receive paper visitor
pass.
10. For Recurring Visits, visitor will receive an e‐mail every day, 22 hours in advance of expected
arrival time, for the duration of their scheduled visit.

